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Pfäffikon (Switzerland)/Frankfurt, Jan. 18, 2018 – A Bryan Cave M&A team recently advised Altano

Group, a corporation of the Swiss holding company Ufenau Capital Partners, on the acquisition of

Tierärztliche Klinik für Pferde Großwallstadt. As one of the leading horse clinic operators, Altano

Group will strengthen its presence in the Rhine-Main area through this acquisition. This is one of

three acquisitions by Altano in the last six months.

The Frankfurt and Hamburg Bryan Cave team has advised Ufenau Capital Partners on previous

transactions. 

The Altano Group is a platform for the buy & build strategy of the Ufenau V German Asset Light

Fond in the area of equine medicine in Germany, Switzerland and Austria. Ufenau Capital Partners

is in exclusive negotiations with several leading equine clinics to further build its portfolio.

Pferdeklinik Großwallstadt is a regional leading clinic that specializes in equine diagnostics and

surgery, with 53 highly qualified employees treating about 6,000 patients each year. Besides the

general equine-medical array of treatments, the clinic has an excellent reputation in the fields of

surgery, equine dentistry, regenerative equine medicine including stem cell therapy, as well as sports

medicine. Furthermore, the clinic has its own rehabilitation facility in which the horses are taken

care of after their treatment.

Ufenau Capital Partners is an investment group headquartered in Switzerland that focuses on

majority shareholdings in service providers in Switzerland, Germany and Austria active in the areas

of business services, education and lifestyle, health care and financial services. Ufenau Capital

Partners is frequently advised on transactions by Bryan Cave Partner Dr. Tobias Fenck’s team.
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Michael Magotsch, Of Counsel (Employment)

Robert Schindler, Associate (Corporate)

Bryan Cave Hamburg

Dominik Weiss, Of Counsel (IP / IT)

Jens Peters, Associate (Employment)

About Bryan Cave LLP

Bryan Cave is a global law firm with more than 900 highly skilled lawyers in 25 offices in North

America, Europe and Asia. The firm represents publicly held multinational corporations, large and

mid-sized privately held companies, emerging companies, nonprofit and community organizations,

government entities, and individuals. With a foundation based on enduring client relationships, deep

and diverse legal experience, industry-shaping innovation and a collaborative culture, Bryan Cave’s

transaction, litigation and regulatory practices serve clients in key business and financial markets.
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